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About This Game

In 2013, Narrator released its fourth game focusing on fate and choice.
Through cooperation with SSCP, the quality of this game has improved over our previous works!

Containing the 3 original routes, plus an additional route, the script length is about 130,000 words in total.
Featuring 19 CGs, a soundtrack of 9 songs plus the main Chinese theme song, and stunning backgrounds based on Taiwan's

Tamsui District (淡水).

※ This game does not have character voices

story:

"In seven days, you will die."
On Christmas Eve, a strange girl breaks into your home claiming to be the bringer of death.

"I will be with you for seven days... if you don't want to die, you must find someone who is willing to die for you."
This unbelievable prophesy is then followed by many strange omens...

Daily life becomes unpredictable, even to the point where he runs into Shaw Chin, who had just ended a relationship.
Is she someone who will love me... who will die for me?

Death haunts his every move.

On New Years Eve, Death looms over him.
As the fireworks light up the night sky, he must make a choice...
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Title: 7 days with Death
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Narrator, Storia
Publisher:
Narrator
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Pentium3 1.0GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 800 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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The soundtrack is well worth a listen even outside the context of the game, particularly if you\u2019re in the mood for some
more mellow background music. It\u2019s a stripped down, piano and strings driven score that ends up sounding like a more
restrained version of the music from Pan\u2019s Labyrinth, and while it isn\u2019t hugely original, it\u2019s certainly pleasant
enough to listen to, particularly with the inclusion of the FLAC copy.

If you\u2019re interested in the photo scanning technology used to create Red Creek Valley, the making of PDF offers a
lighthearted and insightful glimpse into the life of a game developer, complete with some really fun comparisons between the
environments in Ethan and the locations in rural Poland on which they were based.

And because this is Ethan Carter we\u2019re talking about here, the package also comes with some really gorgeous, high-res
wallpaper. Not a ton of content, but definitely worth it on a discount if you enjoyed the game.. Worth 8 dollars easy. Get it
now.. Delightfully, unashamedly insane.
This game develops a dark depressing atmosphere without having to make everything brown and black and very dark grey.
Puzzles are simple enough and speaking to the citizens is rewarding.
The text displays are tiny and hard to read at times. The drone's info is interesting but you have to move around to get it onto the
right color background to read it. Seems like it would make more sense to come up beside the citizen's head in an opaque box.

TL:DR - This game is interesting, unique, and a little mad; just the way I like it.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/tXHOoW34CaU. I must say I am not happy with this. You can call it what you want, but I call it early access.
This is so full of bugs, and lack so much content it's just silly.

Looks good though. And sounds are very good.. I hate to vote No on this one. It's sooo close. The South Florida "Feel" is great.
The route is accurate. The stations seem decent.

However, this has two major showstopper bugs (and one other bad one) that makes me hesitant to recommend it until they're
fixed.

1. Quick Start Routing from West Palm Beach is broken. Trains are always put in backwards. You can get around it using
custom consists etc, but this shouldn't be necessary. It's ridiculous.

2. Start from the South and you'll eventually find yourself slowly passing an Amtrak train travelling BACKWARDS at speed
(kinda sorta racing you.) This would be amusing, except that the driver of this train frequently derails it, taking down the entire
route with it, through no fault of your own.

Less severe but still a problem is 3. You can't travel the entire route. There's no Free Roam with this route, and no Quick Start
scenarios allow you to start at Magnolia Park, the Northern terminus of the Tri-Rail system.

Fix all three (preferably fix the third by adding Free Roam) and I'll wholeheartedly recommend it. Unfortunately it's a
beautifully done route that's just too bug ridden to recommend right now.. A lot of HOB's. The game is buggy. I stucked in 3rd
location because after inspecting one area I cannot do it again and take the object necessary to proceed. Wasted money.
Probably the best Genesis era Sonic game. It's simply a must-have, if you didn't buy it any of the other 3 billion times it was put
in a collection, may an omnipotent being who may or may not exist have mercy on your hypothetical soul.

Seriously, if you haven't played this yet do it. Right now. Right there, click it and buy. I'll be waiting.. Very cute and colorful, It
will make you unbelievably hungry. The art is beautiful and the soundtrack is premo. I found this through "The sad story of
Emmeline burns" Ebi-Hime is now one of my favorites, Need to purchase the rest. 10\/10
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scroll back up and buy it!!!........................

what are you doing still reading this go buy it already. Awesome Game Must Have. this pack in a nutshell:

- Armor version of Grinder Perk deck
- A CSGO Knife
- A Drum mag Assault Rifle
- 1 mask and 1 mask begins
- An Aussie

. I saw this game was 2 bucks and I thought "Hmm... a retro shooter like when I was a kid, why not"...BOY WAS I
SURPRISED.

This game exceeded my expectations as fun, challenging, and overall a very good remake of a simplistic 80s arcade game. These
guys get it and I truly believe I will buy from them again if I keep seeing games like this. The graphics were gorgeous,
animations were smooth. Dying in game felt like a terrible tragedy and finishing a level truly felt satisfying.

I made a video review of my first impressions:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/Jn-dZ-uoObs
. i play with 3fps. It lacks pretty much every feature i was looking for. It flips normals on random elements on my .obj files.
(Yes, they were exported properly) The controls are a mess, you can't rotate, or size yourself, or the modell just by dragging the
controllers (like in any other VR software), oh no, instead you have to input your precise measures into a frickin calculator by
pointing at buttons like a plonker... Also, when you resize your modell, you are resizing the whole "table" with it (which i guess
has the size of your chaperone), and the modell will be always on the edge of the table, so you never have enough room to stand
in front of your model to take a good look. Yes you can step away and look at the front in giant mode, but i want to walk around
my model on a 1:1 scale, since...you know...THAT'S THE WHOLE POINT OF THE SOFTWARE. I know it's EA but
problems like these should have been fleshed out in the pre-alpha state.

The UI is ugly, you can't set up the lights, you can't change environment (what's the point of a VR modell viewer in the age of
PBR where you can't change the environment?), and only two formats are supported (.dae, .obj).
This mess should be free.

You can recreate almost the same software in Unity\/Unreal within like 3 minutes with 0 knowledge, just by drag and dropping
a few assets, or just wait until Blender releases version 2.79 which will have official HMD support.. I mean, I like Hitchhiker's,
but this is kinda lacking.. short time is great for play this game.. bad game. cant even delete or control account you make.. Hello,
I've been a steam user for two years now. Yesterday night I was looking for a game to purchase on the steam store and I saw this
game that catch my eye. Call of Duty Infinite Warfare, but I did not buy the regular base game, I bought the digital deluxe
editon for the game. So I finished downloading the game I launched it. To be suprised with a error message saying that content
needs to download. I left the game for about an hour and I relaunched the game. I saw the same error code again, I went to the
games dlc and I saw some content not installed such as Multiplayer, Zombies, Campain. This means I can't play the game at all
can I please have some support?
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